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ASTER Module with BASIC firmware edition

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax 329,00 z?
Salesprice with discount
Sales price 329,00 z?
Discount

Ask a question about this product

Description
ASTER Module - It includes ASTER with BASIC firmware edition.
The BASIC firmware edition is an economic version with limited number of functions, dedicated for those who prefer simplicity but require
highest quality. If you decide to have more functions, there is always an option to upgrade firmware from BASIC to ADVANCED or EXPERT.
Kit contents:
1. ASTER Module with BASIC firmware edition (rear or front wired)
2. ASTER Patch
3. 'Programming via Trigger' Card
4. Installation Kit
5. Quickstart Guide
NOTICE! In order to configure ASTER via GCS app, you need the USB-Link or Blu-Link*, which is not included in this kit. EXPERT firmware
edition was released in Fall 2019.
ASTER V2 is a younger brother of well-known TITAN V2. This world's first 4th generation AEG Control System is destined for V2 gearboxes
(including stock, low- and mid-tuned) and even for high-tuned guns (in case of EXPERT firmware). It was designed to achieve maximum
reliability at attractive price and hence it has extremely profitable price-performance ratio. Transform your AEG by replacing trigger contacts with
computerized controller equipped with innovative optical sensors. Gain a unique tactical advantage thanks to the extremely fast trigger
response and lots of other useful functions. ASTER's smart fuse protects your AEG’s battery, motor and the controller, even in case of reverse
battery connection. This feature, along with the optical sensors, makes ASTER the most durable drop-in unit on the market. You choose how to
configure ASTER - simply via trigger or through USB-Link / Blu-Link and our advanced GCS app. To enjoy full potential of ASTER, you can
upgrade its firmware to ADVANCED or EXPERT.
*Blu-Link is future GATE Bluetooth® adapter. It will be compatible with future GATE iOS app.

Check full ASTER V2 description

Please note: Gearbox and smartphone are not included.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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